Secure
Connections
Providing network security
solutions over 10+ years

Hassle-Free Installation
Secure, Reliable Connectivity
Device Monitoring Alerts
Knowledgeable 24x7 Support

Connectivity with Network Navigator™
The Patent Approved Network Navigator™ is a revolutionary, low-cost,
high security, reliable Virtual Private Network (VPN) that is plug and
play. This groundbreaking SGS technology delivers a secured Internet
connection from any place in the world to any user in the world.
The SGS product installs in seconds, navigates its own path home, and
shields you from the IP connection issues that plague other solutions in
the market today.
Rather than take on the tangle of issues that lurk in disparate networks,
you are protected by a VPN Wall that not only shields your environment, but also provides a simple setup that does not require IT expertise.
Offer Support— Connect to 1,000 sites without leaving the office, and
provide support via a persistent on-line system. Eliminate challenges
of firewall management or problem of Internet service interruptions.
Save time and resources by connecting remotely, securely, and efficiently. Stop sending staff on expensive support calls that are managed better and cheaper remotely.
Availability Monitoring—Monitor all the devices on your network
with a ping every 15 minutes, and use at-a-glance dashboards to view
your network’s health. History graphs provide 6 months of performance for the network and up to 128 devices. Receive alerts when outages occur.

The Network Navigator™ is a miniaturized PC — the size of a battery charger.
Simply plug in to a standard wall socket,
attach a network cable, and the Network
Navigator™ is ready to work for you.

Performance Monitoring—Optional monitoring templates with service checks show
you a complete picture of the health of
your equipment. Receive alerts when performance thresholds are passed, and address issues before they cause outages.

The details you need...
Networks can be complicated. To manage them, you need a variety of
tools. The Network Navigator™ starts with a plug and play solution
that avoids firewalls and set-up challenges. A secure connection is created through certification, encryption and L2TP2 connectivity.
The technology uses hub-and-spoke design to elegantly connect
1,000+ sites with 1,000+ users, granting access based on user privileges. The ability to script access to select equipment can be managed
across sites and Global Network Address Translation (NATs) assures
connectivity to the correct site without needing to remember a variety
of connectivity information.
The Network Navigator™ provides equipment monitoring by performing simple checks on the health and availability of up to 128 field devices such as video cameras, DVRs, servers, websites, routers, and switches. Notifications are sent to your team via email or SMS when anomalies are detected and equipment performance is compromised.
Web Portal access enables easy connectivity to review the information
and quickly determine the correct course of action. Historical reporting
also aids in troubleshooting intermittent issues with devices and applications.
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About SGS
Secure Global Solutions has been refining networks since 2006. All
products are backed by a dedicated team of US-based developers
and support personnel. The Network Operations Center (NOC) is
staffed with IT professionals 24x7.
Already an established presence in the alarm industry as the creator
of stages™ automation software, it is in our DNA to understand networks and real–time management. SGS now offers the Network Navigator™ - a US patented tool for multi-site connections to hosts or
cloud servers.
These core competencies drive our passion for the success of our customers. For more information about SGS, go to: www.secglobe.net

